The Physical Setting
do not occur after July. Rainy conditions "with cloudy
skies and humid atmosphere continue through July,
August and September. The mornings may be clear
but clouds appear as they wear on. By midday there is
the promise of a storm which may develop about 16 hrs.,
after which it may clear for a while towards sunset only
to become stormy again, later on. These tropical storms,
accompanied by strong winds and vivid displays of
lightning, are most majestic. An occasional shower may
fall in October but this month marks the period known
to the people as the darat, a few weeks of hot, rather
humid weather between the rains and the onset of the
Trade Wind in November. This wind (usually from
rather east of north) is dry, and with the increase in
declination and failing power of the sun, brings the dry
days and cold nights of the winter months. The annual
vegetation soon dries, crops ripen and are harvested.
There is very great variation in the years and it is often
averred with considerable truth that in the Sudan there
never is a normal season.
The Nile flood is mainly derived from rain that falls
on the Abyssinian Plateau and this is remote enough for
there to be little relation between it and that of the plains
of the Central Sudan. It does not follow that, because
there are favourable rains and good crops in the Sudan,
there is necessarily a high flood in the Nile.
The rainfall of the Bed Sea coast is governed by con-
ditions quite different from those of the Central Sudaa*
The coastal plain is subject to rain during the winter,
from October to February, with the heaviest rain in
November or December. The region of these winter
rains is limited to the plain and does not extend into the
Mils where the rain follows the summer regime of the
Central Sudan.
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